
 

------------------------------------------ * Convert JPG, BMP, TIF, and PNG to Windows Icons. * Easy to use. * Option to save or discard original image. * Option to save each generated icon. * Option to load original images. * Resize the picture to desired dimensions. * Redirect to folder (optional). * Save all icon's properties in file. * Automatic batch conversion. * Option to create floppy disk (DOS)
or zip disk (UNIX). * Easy to use. * Option to select start image first. * Option to randomize. * Options to auto load other settings. * Options to save the last used settings. * Option to change icon themes. * Option to save the settings in a file. * Option to generate list of supported file formats. * Option to install in the control panel. * Option to show a notification window when an image has been
converted. * Option to display the last converted image in a new window. * Option to restart the application. * Option to lock the application to the screen. * Option to open a file with a default program. * Option to delete the converted image. * Option to show in a list the original image and the converted image. * Option to automatically save an icon on clipboard. * Option to save converted images
in a folder. * Option to generate a shortcut icon. * Option to change the icon size. * Option to convert images to 8x8 pixel. * Option to convert images to 16x16 pixel. * Option to generate images for custom folder icon. * Option to display a warning before starting. * Option to display a notification window when the program has loaded. * Option to create a text file with the number of images
converted. * Option to show a notification window when the last image has been converted. * Option to show a notification window when the application has stopped. * Option to open a "About IconSurface" window. * Option to create a notification window when an error has been detected. * Option to close a "About IconSurface" window. * Option to change the default program used by the "Open
With" context menu. * Option to add the program to the taskbar. * Option to add a program to the "Add to favorites" context menu. * Option to add the 70238732e0
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Input expression. Output the result with a robotic male voice. SCS Calculator Pros and Cons: Simple, reliable and effective. Few customization options available. SCS Calculator Demo Download: Like what you see? Please share with your friends! Download the free trial version below to get started. Please note: The trial version of SCS Calculator does not work on Mac or Linux systems. It works
only on Windows. Download Size: 68.6 MB What's New in the Latest Version: This version now has support for the Latin/Greek language, the program can be launched from the context menu if it's not installed into a system's start menu. About this software: What is SCS Calculator? SCS Calculator is a simple-to-use calculator that comes in handy if you're looking for a quick means of determining
mathematical expressions using basic functions, such as addition, division, multiplication and subtraction. It can play the answer using audio means. Cannot work without.NET Framework The tool's not wrapped in a setup kit, but it requires you to have.NET Framework installed to be able to launch it because it was developed with Microsoft's framework. However, unlike most installers, it doesn't
integrate new entries into the system registry or leave behind any traces after removing the product. Also, it can be stored on an external storage device to seamlessly deploy it on any machine with this framework installed. Simple GUI with an integrated text-to-speed tool As far as the interface is concerned, SCS Calculator is as simplistic as possible. It has a single window that doesn't put emphasis on
graphical elements, preferring to focus on functionality instead. You can type the numbers and operators in the empty box or click the corresponding buttons. However, although it's possible to type complete expressions in that area, the tool isn't capable of finding out the result this way. Only one number or operator must be entered at a time. If you want to hear the resulted number spoken by a
robotic male voice, click the Play Answer button on the bottom side of the window. There are also memory features available. When it comes to interface customization options, you can open the View menu to choose one or two colors for the theme. The appearance is rather rudimentary, though. Conclusion All things considered, SCS Calculator doesn't bring more options on the table than what's
being offered by
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